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ABSTRAC’.I’

‘J’lle shape of asteroids can at best be described as irregular. However, for certain target opportunities, it is
oft,cn that a complete characterization the shape may ]]ot  be necessary for the purpose of mosaicking.  In case
of slow spinning objects, a simple rectangular bounding is sufl”icient.  Eigellvcctors  of the scatter matrix from
the boundary points of an object can bc used to determine the orientation of the bounding rectangle, These
eigenvectors  correspond physically to the directions abc)ut  whic}l the 21) projection of the object has maximum
and rnini]num  nlornents of inertia. An optimal mosaic size can then be detcrmitled from the aspect ratio of the
bourlding  rectangle, and the size of the rectangle can be used to assist us in determining the starting mosaicking
ti]lle. in a silnI)le asteroicl flyby scenario which the spacecraft travels in a linear trajectory with constant speed,
the appare[lt size of the asteroid can be parametrized in a closecl form, ‘] ’he parameter estimation can be solved
by a least-squares fit using the size infc)rrnation derived from ilnages taken wlle~i the angular diameter of the
asteroicl is less than the ca]ncra’s field of view.

Kcyworcls: rectangular boundirlg,  asteroid flyby, lnosaicking

1  INTRODIJC’HON

U]llike  ]llc)st of the planets and their moons, asteroids which are trclicved to represent ‘(leftovers” from early

planetary for]nation are likely to be irregularly shaped. A rnosalc scclue]lce  clmiglicd  to acquire high resolution
asteroid images during flyby  should be derived from the estimated inform atio]t o]l shape of t}~e asteroid, Without
ally a prior knowledge of an asteroid, it is difficult to infer its sha]>e from itnagm alone, lIowcvcr,  for mosaicking,
complete shape characterization may not be necessary under the assurnptio]l t}lat the asteroid has a slow spin
rate. III this case, a si]np]e rectangular Lounditlg of the asteroid can be helpful in gcneratirrg a mosaic pointing
sequence autollc)lnously.  A bounding rectangle allows  the spacecraft to monitor  a~ld predict the apparent size of the
asteroid, wl]icb  can be used in determining the appropriate time t o start the lrlcxaicking operation. Furthermore,
tl]e  aspect ratio of the rectangle can be used to cleter-mine the mosaic size. In this paper, we show how to compute
tile bou]lclitig  recta]lglc of tile target bocly  from the image a]ld  a],ply it to design a ]nosaic scqucncc for asteroid
flyby. We also cliscuss  the role of local feature matching ] in rec]llcing  esti]nation errors. These techniques have
hce~l tcstccl ill a si]nulated asteroicl flyby using the 31) graphic testbed.z



2 RECTANGULAR BOUND] NG OF ASTEROIDS

During the near encounter of an asteroid flyby, the boundary points of the asteroid can be extracted using
standard segmentation or edge detection techniques. 3  Given a  se t  of  the  bou[ldary p o i n t s ,  l’i = [~i yi]

7  , i =
1 ,. ... n, the corresponding scatter matrix is defined as

s = -&i -- i)(l’i – fry’,
inl

where ~ is the center of gravity of the boundary points, P == ~;[D’=,~i GYi 17’ ‘lheeifwlvectors of L$

correspond physically to the directions about which the figure dcs[ribcd by the bounclary  points Pi has maximum
and l[lir~illlurll  l~lolllcrlts  ofi[lertiaa!~d  they agree closely with our irjtuitive notion thcc)rierltation  of the fLgurc.4 Let
u and v be the straight, lines passing through the center of gravity and align with the eigenvector corresponding
to the smaller eigcnvaluc  and the larger eigcnvalue respect ively . Mathematically, the sum of squares of the
perpendicular distance fro~n the points tc) a straight line is minimized for u. The bounding rectangle which aligns
with these cigcnvectors  can be
maximum,5  k’igure  1 shows an

determined by finding those boundary points WIIOSC distances to u and rJ are the
example of bounding an irregular shaped object with a rectangle.

Figure 1: ‘J’hc boundary p
ilnaged  by the voyager spzL

oints and the corresponding boundinf,  rectangle of tile Saturnian moon Epimcthcus
cccraft.

3 TRACKING OF TARGET S1 ZE

lor tllc subsequent lnosaicking  operation and feature tracking, wc need the krlowlcclge  of the apparent object
size at every frallle. We cc)llsidcr  the simple case of an asteroid flyby that the sl)acecraft travels in a lillcar
t ra jectory with constant s~)ccd. l+hrthcr~nore,  we assume that the object has no significant spin duritlg tile brief
flyby ~)criod,  ‘1’]icn it is possible to cstirnate the size from the observations during the near encounter period. I,ct
l(t) be the distance frolll tlic itnaging camera to the object and the closest encounter distance be d (assuming
that d is lnLlc.11 greater than the object size) whic}i occurs at t = ‘/’. Then



_—— ——
(t) = /F+ IP(t – 7’)2 .

I,et 1{ be the actual size of the object and r the size in the image. Then using tile pinhole camera 1nodel,4

R 1-.=—.— ,
r f

where ~ is tile focal length. (Iloth r- and j are expressed in pixels:

f = --?!’2.
tar,(O/2)’

where W is the width of the camera pixel resolution, and O is the angular field clf view. )

We have

— ————
- flq–;~~. –~ ‘

——-—

w h e r e  A = rl/Rf and B == v/lif. It can be reduced to

p(q=rzt?+bt+c,

where p = 1 /7’2, a=l~z, b= —2B2T, andc=A2+B27’2.

I,etx=: [a6c]7’, z=-[plp2 . ..p~]T. and

‘J’lie least-squares esti[nate of z is given by

x= JI+2 ,

(1)

(2)

and the c.ovariance  of the estimate error is

P =: 1{+ RH+T  ,

w]lerx  IL is the error covarianc.e  of z and 11+” is the pseudoinverse of ll. G (11+ car) be robust]y computed f rom

the  s ingular  va lue  dccoml,osition of 11: if 11 n UAV7’,  }1+ = VA+’U~).

Givcll tllc bounding rectangle, wc can use the length (or perimeter) of rec.ta~]glc  as the size of the object,
which  is rc]ativc]y ir[lrllulic to srna]]  local variation of the boundary points. ~ly co]lcctir~g  a series of rneasurcments
of t}le ol)jcct size, wc can dcl,crrninc the parameters  a,, b ancl c through least-squares fit. (We do not need to
k]low tl)c  absolute ti]nc for the measuren~cnts  only the time ilitcrval between fra[llcs and the reference tirnc catl  be
arbitrarily ctlcm]l, ) ‘J’hen, wc will be able to cstirnate tlic size tllcreaftcr. And from the estimate wc also obtain
the closest encounter titne (1’) and the closest encounter distance and tile velc)city  relative to the size of object
(i.e. d/It and v/it). I’igur-e 2 shows the estimate of the object size (the lrmgtli  of the rectangle) in the trajectory
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F’igure  2: The asteroid flyby simulation. (a) l’hc asteroid and the bounding rectangle. (b) q’he size profile of the
asteroid: The solid line represents the actual size of the object in the field of view, the dot line is the estimated
size and the t}lick  line is the size measured by the proposed rectangular houndiljg technqiue,

used in the simulation. (For this simulation, the spacecraft speed is 10 km/s, the closest encounter distance is
2000 km, the asteroid is 180 km in length and the camera field of view is 1.00 with 512x512  pixel resolution.)

The rectangular bound can be calculated only when the entire object is within the field of view. But the
dimension information is more accurate when the object is closer to the canlera. If the object appears greater
than the field of view lor,g  before the closest encounter, the predicted size may nc,t he accurate (see Figure 2(b)).
J,ocal feature matching may provicle  additional information on object dirnensic]nsl  which can be incorporated into
the previous estimate by recursive update.6

4 MOSAIC PLANNING

As an application of rectangle bounding and object size trac!iing, we descrit,c  how the mosaic sequence can
be generated autorlornously basecl  on the predicted object sizes from the asteroid irllages.

Since the error of the estimated object size is large near tb[ closest e~lcoui~ter,  we require that the entire
I[losaic operation is colnplcted before the closest encounter. ‘J’o simplify the operation, wc rotate the camera so
that the bounding rectangle aligns with the image scan lines, and the mosaic is rectangular (M x N) with the
same aspect ratio (a) as the bounding rectangle.

‘J’}lc overlap (I1 spccificd as a fractio~l  of the image width) between lnc)saic  frames is not only necessary for
coxlstructillg  of tllc composite i~nage  but also for compelisatillg estimation and ~)oi~ltiug errors; so t}lc amount of
overlap reflcc.ts  tllc confidence of the cstirnat,ion and the pointing accuracy. Figure 3 is a sc}lcrnatic drawi~lg  of a
2x3 mosaic.

If the Ilumber  of mosaic fralncs (n) to be taken is given, on ly  the starting til]lc (-r) remains to bc dctcrlnined.
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Figure 3: Fratnccoveragcof  a2x3 Inosaic. Note tha~ imagere  solution increases ,ascoverage decreases,

‘Yo ensure the coverage of the entire object, we evaluate the expected length (A,, ) of the object in the field view
based on tile lasi mosaic frame which has the highest resolution:

An= fvvv(l--fJ),

where  W is the i]nage width. ‘~hcn  the expected time to take thf last frame earl be obtained by solving for t in

Equation 2:
1
x =at2+-bt+c:

with given frame rate At, T == t - (71 – l) At. (If n is too large for the above equation to have  a  meaningful

solution, n has to be reduced. ) The mosaicking sequence is specified by rotatioll from frame to frame which is
calculated from the predicted size of the object. For example, ill Figure 3, the rotation (Ad) from I~rame  2 to
l’kame  3 is:

A@ D @@#$=~’)~ ,

w h e r e  Ak is the length at kt,h frame and O is the angular field  of view of the camera. Note that the overlap

bctweell the first few frames is larger than t}ie specified. If N is not given, we itnpc)se  arl additional constraint:
the ~naxirnum overlap (the overlap between the first two frames). ‘1’his requirement cfl’ectivcly  specifies the ratio
of image resolution t)ctwcc]l the first and last frames, which leads to the determination of both T and N.

l’inrdly, the knowledge of image resolution of each mosaic frame also helps in constructing the composite
ilnage. l’igurc 4 shows the sccluence  of mosaic images captured ill the 31) gra~)hic  simulation of asteroid flyby.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We illustrate how tile shape characterization of an asteroid can assist the important spacecraft operation ----
niosa.icki~l,g, ‘l}]c simple tcchniquc of recta~lgular  boundiilg is shown to be effective iri li]lcar flyby sccllarios.  ‘l’he
future work will devise tccllrliclues for a more complete cllaracter)zation  of irregularly shaped objects to handle
lnore coInJ)lcx  cases suc,h as rapid spinnirlg  asteroids.



Figure 4: The mosaic images captured in the 31> graphic silnulatioll of asteroid flyby. ‘l’he mosaic size is determined
autonomously from the asteroid dimension tracking.
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